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Camera surveillance plan canceled
By K.lhi H.lto.
News Editor
The proposed camera surveillance
system for the east hall of campus will
not be installed.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr yesterday announced. "...1
am asking the Vice President for
Operations (J. Claude Scbeuerman)
not to accept bids-in effect to cancel
the project."
Dr. Moore's statement was read to
about 200 persons in front of Williams
Hall at an open meeting to discuss the
planned installation of the cameras
atop the Library this summer It was
read by Steve Beeson. sophomore
IAIISI and a member of the student
committee appointed to assess the
system.
Earlier in the day. the committee

Last issue
This is the last issue of The BG
News for spring quarter.
Publication of the summer BG
News will begin shortly after
summer quarter begins.

recommended the system not be
installed
PRESIDENT MOORE gave fou."
reasons for his decision to cancel the
project.
- "Although the project was initiated
as a result of commendable motives
I protection of personal safety and discouragement of burglary, particularly
of automobiles), a widespread feeling
of suspicion and distrust has been
generated
'Such feeling is counterproductive to
the important work that must be done
at a university and 1 believe is not a
true reflection of our campus mood or
morale "
-"There is apparently a substantial
margin of doubt about the actual usefulness of a surveillance camera
except in very limited areas Although
such a device would improve law
enforcement to some degree, there is
reason to question its overall effectiveness ."
-Use of the system for a "general
review of a major portion of the
campus"' is "much less acceptable"'
than monitoring a limited area for a
limited purpose
-"If people believe their privacy has
been invaded, it is almost as serious as

if their fears have been truly realized.
The University must try to make its
campus safe and law-abiding But in
doing so it must never place order and
protection above freedom. .1 am not
interested in how much violation of
privacy there is but rather if in fact
there is any at all.'
DR. MOORE concluded his statement by saying. "1 am personally not
comfortable with a surveillance
camera as a trademark of this
administration.
"My own personal stand on civil
liberties and my conviction that an
atmosphere of mutual trust is essential
to a university have served in large
measure to influence my decision '

denied by Haldeman

"I BELIEVE all of my actions were
proper, in accord with the President's
instructions and clearly in the national
interact," Haldeman told newsmen
after testifying for three hours behind
the closed doors of a Senate
subcommittee.
But Sen John L. McClellan (D-Ark )
chairman of a subcommittee looking
into Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
aspects of the Watergate scandal
coverup, said there were serious
conflicts between the testimony of
Whit* House aides and top officials of
the CIA and FBI
On the other side of Congress. House
Intelligence subcommittee chairman
Lucitn N. Nedzi (D-Mich.) said there
were "considerable disparities" also in
the sworn testimonies of former
Deputy CIA Director Vernon Walters
and former FBI Director L. Patrick
Gray III.
"I BELIEVE IT would be
appropriate for the Justice
Department to review this matter,"
Nedsi said after Gray appeared before
his subcommittee for three hours. "We
have two versions under oath that are
not consistent."
Nedzi refused to detail the
differences, but indicated they
involved the question of whether the
White House tried to get the CIA to
block part of the FBI's Watergate
investigation.
Central to the issue is a meeting held

IT SUGGESTED that a student
referendum or comprehensive student
survey be conducted before a camera
system is installed
Regarding the need for the system,
the committee said. "We do not feel
that the administration and Campus
Safety has presented an adequate need
for the camera system on this campus
"We were never presented an actual
statistical breakdown of the crimes
commited in the designated sur-

in John D Ehrlichman's White House
office six days after the June 17. 1972
break-in at Democratic Party headquarters in the Watergate Office
Building
Haldeman. Ehrlichman. CIA
director Richard Helms and Walters
were at that meeting

Only newsprint will be accepted
nmailim or brown paper
bags.
So drop by Saturday and help us
help the environment We don't
think that's too much to ask

The committee suggested improved
and additional lighting and increased
foot patrols to help reduce crime.
They also advised implementation of

an organized and coordinated campuswide escort sy.tem and self-defense
courses in the physical education
curriculum.
In his statement. l)r Moore said be
was influenced by the recommendations of the committee.
Scbeuerman was out of town and
Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer
also was not available for comment.

Project
canceled
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Senate votes to stop bombing funds
request to transfer money from one
military account to another. The J345million transfer is tied up in the money
bill

WASHINGTON tAP) The Senate
voted 63-19 yesterday to stop spending
money for U.S. bombing in Cambodia
and Laos
An amendment by Sen. Thomas P.
Eagleton I D-Mo.) was added to a
House-passed tx 6 billion supplemental
appropriation bill.

THE AMENDMENT voted by the
Senate was viewed by its supporters
and opponents alike as an absolute
shutoff of all present and past appropriations for force an end to bombing
raids carried on nearly three months in
support of the government of Lon Not
in Cambodia.
But it faces major difficulties when a
Senate-House conference committee
tries to work out a compromise
between the Senate language and the
warding of a weaker House version.
The Senate was still to act on the full
bill.

ADMINISTRATION backers in the
Senate said the amendment is "tying
the hands'" of President Nixon in current negotiations to solidify compliance with the Jan 27 Vietnam ceasefire agreement.
Before the vote, the Pentagon said it
has already reduced the B52 bombing
raids by one-third
One reason, a spokesman said, has
been the failure by Congress to act on a
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Before the final vote on the amendment, the Senate turned down two
attempts to weaken it.
REJECTED 13-17 was an amendment by Sen Robert A. Taft iR-Ohio)
to permit continued bombing of North
Vietnamese forces in Cambodia.
Voted down 56-25 was an amendment
by Sens. Robert Dole (RKan.) and
Jesse Helms (R-N.C.) to allow
bombing to continue until the President
reported he was satisfied that North
Vietnam had accounted for U.S. personnel missing in action in Southeast
Asia.
EAGLETON told the Senate both the
proposed amendments would constitute congressional sanction for
bombing that is now being carried out

i

third from the daily average of about
60 during March and April.
In addition to the B52 sorties by
places based in Thailand and Guam,
the U.S. Air Force reportedly averaged
about 180 tactical air sorties daily
during the last two weeks of March in
Cambodia.

THE SENATE Appropriations
Committee left this provision intact,
and added a further ban on use of the
money in Laos.
Pentagon officials, in disclosing the
reduced B52 bombing runs over Cambodia, said they are down about one-

Partly cloudy today and toaigkt.
High today In the mid to upper 71s.
Low toaigkt la the mid to low its.
Tomorrow
considerable
cloudiness and a little cooler, high
In the upper Ms to lower 7ts.

Weather

filed following tenure denial
Dr. Carlene Blanchard. assistant
professor of English and American
Studies, has filed a complaint with the
federal
Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission lEOCC)
concerning her denial of tenure last
December by the University.
She said she has filed the complaint
against the English department, the
College of Arts *nd Sciences and the
University administration after she
was denied a formal bearing to redress
grievances concerning the tenure
issue.
Dr. Blanchard said Dr. John
Eriksen. dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, has been informed of the
complaint.
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by the President without any const itu
tional authority or justification
The absolute ban on the use of any
funds heretofore appropriated for U. S.
hostilities in Cambodia and Laos faces
an uncertain fate in conference
because of strict House rules against
including legislation in an appropriation bill.
The House on May 10 voted 219-188 to
bar the use of any money in the supplemental appropriation bill alone for continued bombing in Cambodia

Complaint against University

•

Save the News
Have you been wondering what
you're gom« to do with all the old
newspapers stashed away in your
dorm room or apartment"'
The answer Is sample. Brsaf
them to the Save the News"
drive Saturday from noon antil S
pjn.
The News staff will be there as
usual, grabbis* the papers aad
tossing them into the huge truck,
wortlag to mi osr wnknamiot
from the perils of uarecycled

"WE DO NOT feel the admini
stratum has adequately investigated
the camera system regarding its
effectiveness and student acceptance."
according to the statement.

THE STUDENT committee said its
decision was based on inadequate proof
of need for the system, insufficient
proof of the system's effectiveness;
and a negative student response.
The committee cited strong negative
reaction as the major justification for
recommending that the system not be
installed
"We received student opinion
through the open student-administration meeting and through
phone calls, personal contacts and
petitions submitted to our committee.
From these various inputs,
specifically, the 2.000 petition
signatures accumulated, an
overwhelming negative student opinion
has been expressed." according to the
statement.

Watergate cover up

WASHINGTON (AP) - H.R.
Haldeman said yesterday that "at no
time, nor in any way," did be
participate in covering up the
Watergate affair while be was
President Nixon's chief of staff.
His testimony conflicts with that of
others who attended an important
House meeting last June 23. according
to a senator and a congressman on
separate investigating committees.

veillance area Therefore, we cannot
reach a valid conclusion concerning
the cameras' effect on crime.''
The committee questioned the
effectiveness of the system, saying.
"We have not been presented with
proof of the effectiveness of this
system as a crime deterent in a similar
university environment, employing
this type of surveillance system.''

DR. BLANCHARD said after she
had been denied tenure by the English
department, she met informally with
Dr. Lloyd Buckwell Jr.. chairman of
the Faculty Personnel and Consiliation
Committee (FPCC), and Dr. Edgar
Daniels, chairman of the English
department, to try and reach an
agreement.
"AFTER THAT meeting failed. Dr.
Buckwell advised me to appeal to the
FPCC as a whole." she said.

FPCC is a Faculty Senate subcommittee that investigates and
studies matters affecting the general
welfare of faculty members, according
to the Faculty Charter.
Dr. Blanchard said she and her
lawyers requested the following
provisions be made at the meeting:
-That a tape recording or
stenographic account of the meeting be
kept;
-That witnesses be allowed to testify
in her behalf;
-That ber lawyers be permitted to
examine materials presented to FPCC
by the English department.
SHE SAID THE requests were
denied, and the committee upheld the
English department's decision to deny
tenure.
"It was my understanding that these
rights of due process were guaranteed
by the Faculty Charter, "she said.
She was then told by ber lawyers that
other faculty members at the
University were allowed formal
hearings "using due process
paraphenalia," Dr. Blanchard said.
She said she saw no reason why she
should be denied the right to a formal
meeting.

Dr. Raymond Yeager. professor of
speech and a member of FPCC. said
the committee saw no major violations
of the Faculty Charter in the handling
of Dr. Blanchard s case.
"We heard from her and we beard
from the English department, and then
decided to uphold the department's
denial of tenure." he said.
He said the major functions of FPCC
are to act as an investigative group and
to make sure individual departments
follow the correct procedure when
granting or denying tenure.
He said FPCC does not have the
jurisdiction to hold the type of "open
bearing" Dr. Blanchard described.
"If that type of bearing were to be
held, it would have to be handled by a
University ad hoc committee, and then
only if the University consented to it,"
he said.
Dr. Blanchard said ber only recourse
outside of the University was to file the
complaint with EOCC.
She said she has also appealed to the
Faculty Senate to investigate "what
seems to be a denial of due process."
She said she is still waiting for a reply
from EOCC and the senate.
Dean Eriksen and Dr. Daniels could
not be reached for comment
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dickson columnrcud

camera action

By Jamei E. WUllamaoa
Geett Colamaitt

The unbelievable has happened!

The cancellation of the camera surveillance system is a
victory lor students whose wishes are usually overridden by
administrative action.
We commend Dr. Moore's decision to cancel the proposed
surveillance system and his belief that order and protection must
never be placed above freedom of the individual.
The student panel delegated to assess the installation ot the
camera surveillance system also deserves to be commended
The panel was faced with making a recommendation on the
camera system within one week, and in the short time available,
was able to make a decision in lavor of civil liberties on campus.
Thanks should also go to the Bowling Green Committee to
Investigate and Protest Campus Safety Acts whose members
spent endless hours getting signatures for the petition protesting
the camera system, getting students interested in the protest,
and keeping that interest alive.
The recommendation by the student panel to cancel the system
and the actions ol the student committee is an example of what
can be done when students organize to protest certain
administrative decisions.
Improving safety on campus is a necessity, hut being
monitored by police dispatchers is not a proper method to ensure
that safety.
We support the recommendations of the student panel lor
additional and improved lighting and increased foot patrols by
i .11 npus Safety officers in problem areas.
Remember yesterday's decision to cancel the camera
surveillance system as an indication thai when students are
adequately organized, we have Ihe power to alter poorly
researched plans.

Mr. David M Dickson:
I think black students know what
they are at BG for. education.
The fact is that, black students not
only have to wrestle with the racist
stagnant atmosphere, but much of the
racist education.
At present, brothers and sisters are
sharing the responsibility of each
other's mental stability, here at BG
THE QUALITY of education, you
spoke of. is not an absolute. The
dialectics of racism is that it is found
in man and society so. both shape and
condition each other, which permeates
and gives rise to racist conservative
behavior, it is rewarding
In essence, black students at BG are
trying to derive a quality education out
of the very system that oppresses
them They say you can't get
something for nothing. I say. you can't
make a silk purse out of sow's car.

TO YOU. no law was broken

Why don't you get pregnant and let
one of the fraternities toss water
balloons at you? You have no
perception of pregnancy or black
people. Suppose she would have lost
her child, would it be considered a
harmless prank?
For you to choose the acts of black
brothers over those of white is to say.
if it's white it's harmless, just a joke
and you have been practicing jokes for
some three-hundred and filty years.
Your practical jokes became yokes.
You. Mr Dickson. and education are a
serious joke but we are not laughing
As far as priorities. I think you. Mr.
Dickson. need to assert yourself as to
what conservatism means At present

to me. you are a bping n
the worse kind. If going
racist, be a good on.

vieWo let I, contii
usuai that b invoiv
menressionk studei
Ifierel wve joint
and ih shou> been I
up. the thin ol the
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YOU QUOTED B now 1 v
like to quote him, "he way
baby.''
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evidence of a proti increaj
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which is nothing net
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know the majority k and r
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George Miller Thoound t
conflict with tlnserva

opinion

'thanks for a go eye'

save the news
It's Save The News time again!
For the eighth consecutive quarter, the News has rented a
truck to be filled with old newspapers.
No paper bags or magazines can be accepted because they
cannot be used for recycling.
The News stall and the truck will be behind Moseley Hall
tomorrow between noon and 5 p.m to take the paper that has
been piling in your closets, attics and even under the bed
The paper will be sold to the Toledo Paper Stock Co, to IH'
converted into reusable newsprint. Proceeds from the drive will
be presented to the University (environmental Studies Program
for research.
So load up your arms, car seats, trunks, pickup trucks, vans
and bicycle baskets. Start now to make this world just a little
cleaner.

I give you credit. Mr. Dickson on
your data, but for you to say the
situation of a pregnant black woman
riding a bicycle, having water balloons
tossed at her by some compulsatory.
neurotic fraternity beings, as a
harmless prank, is absurd.

By Syd Scott
Residence Hall Program Advisor
Guest t'olumalit

Once again we have reached the end
HI

another academic and social year at

BOSU Ihiring the 1972-73 school year
many things have happened
Some were bad but most were good I
believe lbs ongoing attitude here at BG
is getting better. I can remember not
long ago when it was very difficult just
to get any student or faculty
involvement in anything
This year 72-73 in spite of crummy
weather I 've seen the rise of new life at
lt(i I.el me get to the real reason why
things have changed This year more
(ban any other, individuals and groups
have dedicated themselves to "make
this a better place to live and work"

We are finally starting to realize the
need for the campus community to
have a good family concept. Our
responsibility to each other is to
improve this small cross-section of
America's population and mold it in
such a way as to completely inhance
Ihe American dream for All.
The sooner we become less colored,
and more Human Ihe better we'll be In
concluding this letter I would like to
individually thank several different
people for contributing to make this 7273 year fun and refreshing
FIRST OF all to the BG news staff
particularly Kathi Hatton for complete
co-operation all year Dr. Moore for
seeing a need for an ongoing Human
Relations committee and an increase
in recreational facilities

The faculty for to fui
educate all of odents
athletic dept and Ding ant
Annie Clement foiding i
very enjoyable afti and n
watching Falcon te action
Alumni association ping ah
informed and g scnolo
assistance
All the people served
committees throu the j
especially the I Rela
committee. The Icenter
counseling center f<g so ha
keep all of us mentd physi
healthy.
Also to the fovice p<
especially Jerry and
Sheridan for puttimith all
gripes and dances mehow
smiling To the sliffairs

parti Kay 'er and
I'.IUIM
,,r., to i
resid.ill livnlorl.ibli
safe
TXMAINTind cust
peupl'cping le ship-!
sanitlso tbe peopU
abovntionc.c sti
Deveit stall ping pr>
minooup st more
feelimic
Cat lecurad pai
servi, doing .job all
Last least retaries
reall] this pl.-k And
of allidents i which
woulo need ! rest c
Espe the I who
strugirough lart ol
work it was |

reader's forum
freedom
I am absolutely appalled by the Vice
President for Operations. J. Claude
Scheuerman's statement,
"We're
concerned with your safety, not your
freedom." made at tbe Tuesday night
meeting concerning tbe surveillance
cameras.
Freedom is the only way by which
crime will be prevented.
Since childhood, people are treated
like dogs; pulled and choked by an
invisible leash which our parents
control to stop deviant behavior
And we learn to hate ourselves for
wanting to do 'wrong' and
unacceptable things.
This hate is then unleashed on
others. We display distrust towards
everyone and hate toward those who
act deviantly. just as we once did.
These feelings in turn breed
rejection and fear of anything which is

considered wrong and deviant until
violence appears and any
understanding between people can no
longer be reached
We must be free to understand each
other and through understanding we
will be able to accept each other With
acceptance there can be no rejection,
hate and violence
We can't overcome this violence and
crime in a few months or even a few
years, ft took centuries and centuries
to grow and explode, but we will never
overcome it by instilling more fear and
distrust through Ihe installation of the
cameras.
Our only hope is freedom

Nu for their miles of bicycle riding in
our behalf.
In spite ol
almost continual
downpour (so it teemed), their
energies were not dampened and
KARMA received the generoas resells
"Karma" is a Sandskrit word for the
force generated by one's action* A lot
of "good Karma" was prodnced daring
the Sigma Nu Bike Mar athoa
Again, we say "Thank yon." Peace.

Denise Wulff
205 Darrow

Board of Directors
Committee on Drag Problems, INC.
KARMA

ManrssL.1

Carolyn IM
Jeaeph Corral
rearmanOesr
til_L
a W% ,
nagn
rwmiwe
Gleaa Wiariaga

good karma
The people of KARMA wish to
publicly thank the brothers of Sigma

appreciation
I r behalf of tbe Brothers of Sigma
Nu I would like to extend our
appreciation to the Bowling Green
community for their contributions to
KARMA during our Bike Marathon
Total monies collected amounted to
1509 80 To KARMA this means a total
amount of $2,038 90 since tbe state of
Ohio triples all donations.
THE MEAL coupons donated will be
used and are also appreciated
We also thank the city and Bargain
City for allowing us to put our cart on
Main Street and in the Bargain City
parking lot.
We hope that our efforts will help
KARMA continue its fine program.
Dennis E. Petine
Sigma Nu
Bike Marathon Chairman

court delay

The new policy sounds a lot like the old policy.

The small claims court case of
Killian and Reitz vs. Valentine should
now be called "Killian and Rcitz vs.
Valentine and the small claims court."
The case originally revolved around
many factors, but primarily around the

landlord s right to withhold damage
deposits without explanation, and for
violation of lease terms by the
landlord
Not that complicated of a case,
judicially, but one which carries
overtones and precedents for future
cases involving students and the many
landlords that comprise this town.
Justice is blind, and in BG
apparently deaf too.
MR. KILLIAN and I have yet to bear
the outcome We have been run around
and around since December 18,1972.
Now. Judge Dunipace is supposedly
doing his best, but even with a backlog
of cases, being a part time judge, and
allowing for more than the usual
delays, nothing in a small claims court
should go on for over six months. lOhio
Supreme Court Justice O'Neill has set
up judicial time lines with small
claims cases not to exceed six
months).
We have been told many times by the
court clerk that the judge is working on
the case, but our pleas for expediency
fall nowhere.
With the end of the school year it is
also possible that Mr. Dunipace is
waiting for school to let out. This way
the decision will go unnoticed to the
student body i tbe ones who are really
in this case).
It is probably reasonable to say that
anything in tbe tennants favor will
result in pressure from tbe landlord
l who would be crazy enough to upset
the town's status quo), and a decision
for the landlord would result in
university pressure and future time
consuming appeals.
The conclusion seems to be that that
judicial efficiency here in Bowling
Green is a variable determined by who
it involves in the case.
IT IS QUICK and decisive, and often
harsh, for some and slow and lenient
for others. Who and what you are
appears to be the variable in this
drawn out case of Killian and Reita vs.
Valentine.
I hope that a higher judicial review
of the case proceedings is not the only
solution, but it may be tbe only answer
d tbe court cannot decide in the next
two weeks as it has promised.
H. Bradford Reitz
312 Gould St
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B//nd /eod normal college life
By Barb Bracker
Featarc Writer
For those of us who have
enough
trouble getting
around campus on Monday
mornings cm any
other
morning for that matter-it
seems almost impossible to
conceive ol experiencing the
hassles of collegiate living
as a blind person
Yet. there are students
who do just that At least 12.
. and perhaps more, blind or
partially-sighted
students
have learned to cope with
Bowling Green without
really seeing it.
But according to at least

two of these students, the
problems of the blind student are sometimes not
quite as pressing as the
sighted population may
imagine.
COLLEEN SPAIN, senior
i Ed. >. is the secretary ol the
Ohio student chapter ol the
National Federation ol the
Blind 1NFB1 Spain main
lained, "The problems encountered by blind students
are just like Ihose of any
other group of college students Blind people arc just
people who happen to be
blind "
Mary Kllen Heihing.

Investigation continues

Teaching

braille

LMNfl SfXIHl, StjTflMf (■■.),

MTT.
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mftmmm (U.). Spain ■ trw wtnleiy of tn* Ohio ttvaanht
chwpUi of Hw Nottonol federation of lha Blind.

The armed robbery of
three men in Oflenhauer
Towers Wednesday is still
under
investigation,
according to Campus Safety
Lt. Koger A. Daoust said
yesterday the method of
operation used in
the
robbery was 'very similar"
lo the one used in the armed
robbery of three Harshman
Quadrangle residents last
WednesdayHe added that the
descriptions of
the
assailants in the Ollenhauer
incident are similar to those
of the suspects wanted for

Doors locked by wind
The infamous Bowling
Green wind is the reason the
second story doors of the
Library are often locked,
said John Lewis, assistant
director of the Library.
He said that when the
wind blows Irom a certain
direction, it catches the
doors on the west side
terrace, and slams them
open Anyone near the door
might be injured, so the
doors are often locked, he
said.

He said he reported the
condition to the University
architects and said they are
working to solve the
problem.
In the meantime, when the
doors are locked, four large

signs will be posted in the
windows ol the northwest
and south exits to inform
students approaching the
building Irom any direction,
he said
Lewis said he does not

know when Ihe doors will be
fixed, but until then, the
doors will be locked when
the wind conditions are such
that someone might be in
jured

Bike ramp installation set

When the doors bang
lorward again, they might
slam against the doorstop
and break the glass, Lewis
said.

Bicycle enthusiasts will be happy to know
they no longer will have to get off their bikes
to tackle curbs when travelling throughout
campus
Dennis Grady. Student Body Organization
(SBO) coordinator for state and community
affairs, said yesterday be has received
approval from campus administrators for
the installation of bicycle ramps throughout
campus.

He said 55 two-by-eight inch ramps will be
installed this summer by University
maintenance workers. The ramps will be
made of black lop
The ramps will cost ISO, to be paid by
Campus Safety.
Grady said an SBO committee will work
throughout the summer on the possibility of
installing additional bicycle racks and
wheelchair ramps.

the Harshman robbery
Campus Safely has
Offered a t'20O reward for

information loading lo the
arrest and con vie I ion ol the
two suspects in the
Harshman incident

senior |A&S>. agreed with
Spain Heihing. the vicepresident of the NFB in
Ohio, said there are no outstanding problems which
are solely characteristic of
the blind student
We share a common
characteristic,
but what
brings us together is mainly
interests and goals." she
said
We all have problems,
but they aren't necessarily
because we're blind I've got
a problem I ve got a paper
due next week "
There is no official list of
blind Iniversity students
and no University organised
program lo aid the blind on
campus, but Spain and
Keihing contended the situation's non-structure is vastly
superior to any sort ol de
tailed program
1 (eel that it you re in
college you should be able
to take care of yourself."
said Spain You can t have
the college doing things tor
vou. and you don't want it to

spokeswoman for the committee said
she expects more than 300 student
pickets

Hijacking

OHANJESTAl). Aruba (AIM Two
young hijackers of a Colombian
airliner released about hall their
hostage
passengers
yesterday
dropped their demands for the
release of political prisoners but
increased their money ransom to
MOO.OOtl from $200 Out)
The aircraft sat al tin- airport here
in a blazing sun wilh 44 passengers 4
crew members and the 2 hijackers
still reported cm board

Plane crash
NEW DELHI (Al'l
An Indian
Airlines plane crashed In llames last
night al New Delhi, and unofficial
reports said 54 of the 65 aboard were
killed
The plane, a hall-hour late when it
contacted the control tower for its
approach, was racked with a loud
noise, hit (he ground and burst into
flamM, said one ol the survivors.
Delhi based newsman V. K
M.i.ili.u .in Kutty
Accounts Irom other survivors did
not indicate there was a fire before
Hie piano went down, but residents of
south New Delhi said they saw a huge
ball ol [lame streaking earthward.
There was a dust storm at the time
Of the crash There was no official
statement on whether Ihe plane was
making an instrument landing

Antioch strike
YELLOW SPRINGS (Al'l - The
National Publicity Committee of
Student strikers at Antioch College
plans to picket today s attempt by
law enforcement Officers lo reopen
the school
The committee said il would meet
today at 10 a m in front o( Kelly Hall,
the school's main building
A

The only reservation
Heihing had on that subject
was to conjecture sadly that
Kodgers Quadrangle was
still probably off-limits as a
housing unit for her
But as for more serious
obstacles to the blind student. Spain denied there are
any architectural barriers
the University could eliminate "I can't think of anything that's particularly
detrimental to the blind But
perhaps the University could
eliminate barriers that obstruct the handicapped
students on campus "

Peace talks
SAIGON (AP) - The Vietnam
peacekeeping commission ceased to
function yesterday when meetings of
delegation chiefs were suspended
because of an East-West dispute over
procedure
With the four-nation commission
further weakened by the impending
withdrawal of Canada, new charges
of major cease-fire violations were
reported

Summit talks
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (API President Nixon told French
President
Georges
Pompidou
yesterday that American troops will
stay in Europe, then the Atlantic
summit talks moved into a delicate
discussion of US -French trade and
monetary disputes.
A U.S. spokesman said Nixon
responded by restating his position.
"We have no intention of proceeding
with unilateral reduction of forces.''

Wednesday 50-50 Nite
Thursday 2 for 1 Nite

On A Clear Day You Can See Foreve
Sal. - 9 00

"WE DONT WANT f
program set up for us We
should be able to take care
of ourselves
Heihing said people often
relate to the blind on the
basis ol stereotypes There
are many attitudes toward
blindness which need to be
changed, she added
"Blindness does not necessarily make people inferior
We can compete on the basis
ol our merit, just like anyone else." Spain said
We are sometimes not
understood the way we are."
Heihing explained
it's the
same situation with black
people or any other
minority People can easily
go through their whole lives
without meeting a blind
person They just don't know
how things really are "
HOWEVER, both Heihing
and Spain said they are
happy with Howling tlreen's

"track record" for relating
lo blind students.
Spain said the University
"lets us be independent -it
lets us find out who we are.
They don't put a lot of
restrictions on us.
I've been at some places
where they say all the blind
students have to live in one
place, and that kind of thing.
Here, we can live anywhere
we like "

newsnoTes

UAO CAMPUS FLICKS
FH. — 9:00

I don't want things done for
me that I can do for myself "

Free with ID.

OPEN DAYS

THX 1138

1 P.M. reduced prices daily

$100 with ID
Fti. — 7:00
Sat. — 7:00
MAIN AUD
U HALL

Now Appearing
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

KRISHNA
MAY 30 - 2 WEEKS ONLY

ITS A DOOR-BUSTER

EAST RIVER DRIVE - JUNE 13-3 WEEKS ONLY

COCKTAIL LOUNGt

BOWLING GREEN O

AT THE DEN
— Everything reduced to clearance
prices — Dave says "clear out the inventory, so I can take a vacation". No
reasonable offer refused on any item.

Jeans - Knit Shirts - Jackets - Shoes
Many As Low As Vi Price And Lower —

THE DENS BIG FAT
YEAR-END CLEARANCE

^BQJAHOiBS
893 S. Main St. - 352-9074

CASH

CASH

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS
BRING 'EM TO:

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE
530 E. WOOSTEI ST.
SIX ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PIKES ON HAIKETAILE
TEXTS NO L0N6EI USEI AT I.6.S.U.

$$$$$$s$$$$$$$$$$$$m$s$$$$$$
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Faculty opinions on activism vary
Ealtar'i N.if
Tke
tailawtag It Ike tm •■ •
faar-part Mriet oa Ike view*
•I lalvrrtlty
facaltv
■em ken.
By Katkl Halloa
NewiEallor
Few queslions on the
(acuity survey taken by The
Newt elicited such great
response as the question
dealing with the assigning of
minority group members to
the (acuity
But questions dealing with
student activism, unionization of faculty members and

faculty votes on political
issues did give rise to an
array of comments
Nearly h.ill of the 440
respondents. 48.5 per cent,
approved "the emergence of
radical student activism in
recent years." But more
than 34 per cent disapproved
with 13 6 per cent undecided
A member of the speech
department
said.
"An
unpopular war had much to
do with student radicalism I
also blame faculty members
lor their indifference to students over-emphasis upon
research as the way up and
monetary rewards

IVY GRADS
'You Are Our Sunshine'
CONGRATS AND
GOOD LUCK

"FACULTY

MEMBERS

have been in a unique position of not having to take
responsibility
for their
statements and public
actions Thus, a climate
existed that enabled radical
leaders to disrupt classrooms, take over buildings,
and
to cause physical
damage to buildings and
|n r Miniicl

"Faculty generally kept
quiet or acquiesced, encouraging more such successes ' Most if nol all of the
positive changes which have
occurred in universities over
the past 19 or so years could
and would have occurred
without extreme measures.' the faculty member
said.
A
biology department
member commented. "It
has helped in pointing out
areas that are in need of
change- I would prefer a
more peaceful form, however."
A
member of
the
psychology department said.
"I think student activism is

Alpha Phi Love, Your Sisters

important and I agree with
many of the positions taken
by the radical student movements.
"HOWEVER, I believe
the motivation behind student movements has been a
self-serving, e.g.. avoidance
of the draft, publicity and
power seeking, rather than
the altruistic reasons they
themselves give. eg., love,
brotherhood, peace "
A member of the political
science department said. "1
approve completely of radical student activism, but
only when it is based on
rational principles drawn
from experience."
'Idealism is fine, but
applied with no awareness of
the real world may be fatal.
Imagine Jane Fonda as
President," said a member
of the Knglish department.
A member of the business
law department said. "They
have tried to make the University a political institution--and have succeeded
somewhat due to permissive

need ad rep.

THE BROTHERS OF

administrators "

THE

QUESTION

of

unionization also was a
source of disagreement.
About 47 per cent supported
unionization of college and
university faculty with 29.4
per cent disagreeing. About
21 per cent were uncertain.
A member of the mathematics department said. "I
am generally against a
union, but if control continued to go to the students
md administration, as well
as the money, it will be
absolutely necessary to have
one."
A member of the College
of Education commented.
The AMA is not unionized,
and
the profession of
teaching should not demean
itself either
When we cease considering ourselves as professional leaders, we shall probably regard students with
the same mechanistic
interest that is exhibited by
the auto worker in the Kiver
Itouge Plant in Detroit "
A member of the health
and physical education
department said. "With
unionization, there will be a
loss of academic freedom "
THE QUESTION, "Do
vou agree or disagree that it

summer and or Fall

-_—STOfVI.

Cinema f
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HELD OVER!
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THEIR NEW OFFICERS

HOWEVER, a member of
the
English department
disagreed, saying. "I am
irked by purists who say
teachers should not express
political opinions as a body.
There are Faculty Senators
here who would even
restrict our taking a stance
on matters of state politics
which directly affect university budgets
"Hard hats march in the
streets to support political
causes-why should teachers
be holier-than-thou''"
But a member of the history department said. "The
worst development in higher
education has been the
efforts to politicize colleges
and universities Nothing is
more divisive and destructive in trying to maintain the
freedom necessary to teach
and research."

Crisis
Phone

President - Dan Hebel

352-Plus

V. Pres. - Jim Oppold

Hi

is desirable for college and
university faculty to put
themselves on record by
vote on major political
controversies?" also drew
varied response.
Nearly half of the respondents. 48.3 per cent, disagreed, with 38.7 per cent
expressing agreement.
A member of the romance
languages department said,
"It is my very strong
opinion that the University
must remain apolitical! The
University must remain as
the one sure place where
reasonable men (people I are
able to examine all sides dispassionately."

M
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a«S ■Kl.riat

f

i

Wawaptwta by Jaaaah W. Do»wol
At HM Mam) I— Sch—t far Hm handicap id anal
manfy rafatod, dew awtruclw lorn Swadara,
Wt, help* Ron Hart *n rha ' wolfc-oid Trw Rfjht in
•ha bodujfuiid Muminatat whan rha waki'i
pafTarm anjca) aft carract.

Big, little sis program
sign-up deadline set
Friday. June 8, is the deadline for women wishing to sign
up for toe "big sis-little sis" program next fall.
The program, sponsored by the Pantellenic Council, "is
basically designed to he a different kind of orientation, said
Jan Dickson. junior lAIrSi and president of the council.
"It's mainly geared toward helping freshman women in
adjusting to college life," she said.
Dickson said women interested in being "big tisses"
should send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to 440 Student Services Bldg. or the desk of any women's residence
hail.
At pre-registration this summer, incoming freshmen
women will decide whether or not they want a "big sis". If
they do. they will be given a name and told to contact her
during the summer.
Dickson said although the program is sponsored by Panbellenic Council, it is available to any woman who wants to
participate.

Rec. Sec. - Scott James

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE

Corr. Sec. - Dan Linnenberg

MAY 29th— June 2nd

Sarge. at arms - Tom Carrigan
Guide - Tim Korte
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Treas. - Marty Palcic
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MANY THANKS
TO THE OLD
OFFICERS

THANK YOU!
FOR BEING PATIENT
WITH US
no need to wait any longer

THE SUN HAS RISEN
OUR SHIPMENT
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SUBARUS
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Front Wheel Drive
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CANDIES, CHIMES, BATH OILS, BELTS. PIPES. PATCHES, JEWELRY
TAPESTRIES, SUNGLASSES, GAG GIFTS ASHTRAYS AND MUCH MORE
EVERYTHING WITH A BLUE TAG WILL BE MARKED DOWN SO
COME ON DOWN AND HELP US CLEAN OUR SHELVES.
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BIRCH WOOD PLACE

COME AND HUDDLE WITH
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Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

Now Leasing Summer and Fall
2 bedroom furnished
Indoor pool
Heath spa available

Summer '125/mo.
Fall '65/mo. - 4 man rental
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- first edition plate made
exclusively for Vatan's in Denmark
depicting Prout Chapel, B.G.S.U.
The perfect gift or memento
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109 N. MAIN
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Survey opinion refuted
Dr.- Edgar F Daniels,
chairman of the English
department,
yesterday
denied his department is
trying to discourage employment of minority (acuity
His statement was made
in reference to a comment
made by a member of the
English department in a
story about a survey of the
views of University faculty
members
In the two senior-staff
positions which we were
permitted to fill this year,
we advertised nationally and
sent special letters to every
organization
representing
women or minority groups
supplied us by the Office of
Equal Opportunity lOEOl
Only one black organization replied to our inquiries,
and that organization
reported that it had no
names of potential applicants to offer," I)r Daniels

said.
He said one man and one
woman were hired for the
positions, "continuing an
approximately 50-50 hiring
pattern that has existed in
the department for the last
five years.''
Dr. Daniels said Vivian
Lawyer, director of the Uni-

versity's OEO, was consulted and approved the
hiring.

rather than their sex or
ethnic background." be said.
"On the other hand. I
recognize the validity of the
argument that to adhere
rigidly to this principle is
likely to delay too long the
desirable
inclusion
of
minority persons in the
faculty.
"In any case, the University has determined that a
special effort should be
made to increase the flow of
minority applicants and to
give such applicants the
opportunity afforded by a
campus interview to make a
stronger case for their qualification than might appear
in a set of written credentials
"And we are following this
policy in both letter and
spirit." Dr Daniels concluded

"LET ME SAY that, like
most of the respondents to
your survey. I retain the
belief
that universities
should hire faculty on the
basis of their qualifications

New policies adopted
in solicitations at •
consumer's borne or on the
telephone without clearly
stating a sale is involved and
prohibit any exclusions or
limitations in advertising
which are not clearly stated.
Shaul said the rules
become effective Tuesday.
June 5
He said they
strengthen the ability of the
Consumer
Protection
Division to enforce existing
laws.

The
Ohio
division of
Consumer Protection has
adopted
new rules that
create a detailed "bill of
rights"
for
consumers.
Dennis Shaul. director of
Commerce, said last week
The new rules outlaw
bait and switch" advertising, deceptive use ol the
word "free" in advertising
and making repairs costing
more than $25 without giving
a written estimate
Thev also forbid engaging

Housing code-clashing views

The impact of the new
rules is to give every
consumer clear and
enforceable rights in the
marketplace, he said Many
Susinesses will have to
make major changes in their
.idvertising techniques and
sales policies to comply with
the rules. Shaul explained

Acting director named
Joan H. Boyer, assistant professor of journalism, has
been named acting director of the School of Journalism.
In addition. Boyer has been elected to the ad hoc tenure,
promotion and salary board.
Boyer will assume the position effective September 1. He
replaces Dr. Joseph A. Del Porto, who resigned as director
I effective in September.

IK. Mack Ofoain ~*
peasant Ihalr ■ainbaw
Affair i.oljhl In lha
vSfimcnt IMlN IWHi int
Omh' (juaen and court
ara Clawdstta Csla,
(A**),
(auaan),
(Id.), and Janina Hamdtan,
•anior (ad.). Nat pictured
ara Camarlyn Craws,
tophomora (Id.), and lath
Jonas, ksatst (Id.).

Editor's Nele:
The
fstlswiag It tor last Is •
three-part series skoal the
proa Mid bossing code. II
was wrkttca by Sae Myers.

Jaaier (B.A.). as aa Experimental Stadies project.
By Sae Myers
Tempers flared as citizens
and
University
students
clashed on points of the proposed city housing code at a
public hearing Oct. 23.1972
Since that time, those
involved in working on the
proposed
code have
expressed a variety of
opininos,
their
ideas
changing as the code
undergoes revision.

Nowsohota by Thomas O. Undon

Opera

B.II Nafta, froshman (AAS), loft. Barmc. Hoovjn, gradual, student, and Sherry
Thompson. ,unior (Mus. Id.), rahoawos for 'OH Moid and rlts Thief', an opera
which w* ho presented this weekend In (ho Rodtai He*. School of Mirsk Ndf..

rehearsal

Ex-POWs challenge case
By The Associated Press
Eight
enlisted
men
accused of cooperating with
the enemy in North Vietnamese prison camps may
undertake a legal counterattack against the officer
who accused them, attorneys for two of the men said
yesterday
"At this point I have every
reason to think that all eight
will get together for some
kind of action." said Dave

SHELDON
WESTMAN.
chairman of the Housing
Commission that prepared
the code, said the code is not
for today. He is concerned
with its far-reaching effects,
although it will accomplish
some good at this time, he
said
The code should prevent
blighting of the community
in 15-20 years, he said
Bowling Green didn't need a
housing code a few years
ago. but multiple dwellings
and more rental bousing
have developed since then,
he added

Adlestone of Washington, D.

million damage suit on
behalf of Army Spec. 4
Michael Branch of Highland
Heights. Ky.

c
Adlestone, an attorney
with the American Civil
Liberties Union, represents
Army S Sgt John Young of
Grayslake. Ill
Another attorney. William
Hagedorn of Newport. Ky..
announced plans to file a 51

POWs and six others of
breaking the military code
of conduct.
Guy's version of the story
is that the men disobeyed
the orders of their officers,
cooperated with the enemy
and received special treatment in return.

COL.
Theodore Guy.
senior officer at a camp
near Hanoi known as "The
Plantation."
Tuesday
accused the two former

"I'm familiar with what
can happen 10 to IS years
from now in a college town
after the building boom.
You'll see it in Columbus.
Ann Arbor.
Bloom
ington...slums,
virtual
slums." be said.
The code is no punishment
to those who comply and no
burden that the community
cannot or should not accept,
he said.
However, he said there is
a valid concern about the
poorer segment of the population who cannot afford to
bring their booses up to
standard.
IU EJUDON, former

coordinator of the Student
Housing Association, said he
doesn't understand the opposition to the code.
"This code fiu in with the
Master Plan of Bowling
Green which is to preserve
the older neighborhoods. It's
leveled against everyone
although its application may
be restricted to landlords."
he said
He said he doesn't think
the code will cause an
increase in rents
The
landlord would
absorb the cost or could
raise the rent in that
specific place. There would
be no overall upsurge of
prices." Eridonsaid.
"It will cause increased
bureaucracy and it will cost,
but the good outweighs the
bad Property values will be
up; the town will be in good
condition, and places will be
safe to live It's necessary
for a growing city." he said
MAYOR CHARLES Bart
lett said the problem centers
in older houses converted to
a rooming house.
These cause disruption
because there are more
people in the house than for
which it was designed and
there are extra cars parked
on the lawn, he said
"I can't see a deterioration overall The town
looks the same as it did 25
years ago in terms of
housing conditions. That's
where the housing code
could play a part,
in
ensuring it didn't deteriorate." he said.
"I would favor inspection
on a complaint basis and
especially zero in on the
rooming houses. Pick out
the ones that are really
bad." H.irtleli s.inl

"Discrimination goes with
the enforcement of many

laws so it would probably be
mentioned here. too. Inspecting every building in
the city would be a waste of
time," he said.
Bartlett said Universityapproved housing may solve
the city's housing problem.
He also suggested all single
students be required to live
in dormitories.
FORMER MAYOR r\ < .us
Skibbie worked throughout
his administration for a
well-enforced housing code
that would apply to all
housing, not just rental
property
"A housing code should
cover all housing I want it
to cover my house." he said
"Very
lew
people
in

Howling
Creen
are
concerned with the housing
code except those it would
affect negatively,
like
landlords It makes people
very skeptical because they
feel it may be used as a
weapon by the government," Skibbie said
IMPLEMENTATION of
the rode also has been an
area of discord. Arguments
have centered on whether
the city or the county should
enforce the code.
Westman said the most
expert and economical way
would be for the city to
contract with the county,
asking them to inspect

marginal neighborhoods and
handle complaints
He estimated
one
sanitarian and a part-time
secretary would be needed
for Uie city work
BARTLETT ALSO favori
using county personnel to
enforce the code
"People
might read
politics into what's being
done if the city handled it
alone There would be less
problems in contracting
with the county because
those people are professionals with specialized
knowledge." he said.
DR. THOMAS Anderson,
chairman of the Planning
and Zoning Committee of
city council, said it would be
undesirable for the county to
enforce two different codes
"The same kinds of
housing exist outside
Bowling
Ureen.
The
standards in the county
should be the same as in the
city-fit for human
habitation." he said.
"The code will improve
the quality of the town," Dr;
Anderson said. "If we could
achieve this through community pressure without a
law like this, it would
probably be better."
"Someone is going to get
angry There's no code that
will make everyone smile. '
he added
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Columbus Oh

on

Shop 3502
Rochistti. H Ft

Shops 3101. 3102

Shop 3601

Bori.ntlon Ul

Ithaca. N V

list VI

Cornell

Shop 3103
South Bulhnglon Ul

Shop 5101

U.tfVl

in.St u

Normal II

Shops 44101. 44102 44103
Gainesville Fla
Uf
Shops 44201. 44202 44200
Tallahassee Fl
FSU
Shop 44203
Thomasville fl

Shop 44301 44302
Jacksonville fl
Jacksonville U
Shop 44401
Tampa fl
Shop 44402
Cleaiwaw Fl
Shop 44501
Coral Gables Fl
U of Mnrni
Shop 45101
Athens GA
U of Gl
Shop 46101
Auburn Al
Auburn U
Shop 2401
Km Oh
KSU

DEBBIE WALSH
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Sky lab experiments cut
SPACE
CENTER.
Houston IAI*' • Astronauts
canceled experiments to
save electricity aboard
Skylab yesterday as experts
studied a possible l|MCC
walk repair of a jammed
solar panel
The panel could help teed
the span-mills hunger lor
power

Astronauts Charles
Conrad Jr., Dr. Joseph P.
Kerwin and Paul J WeiU
cut back on their experiment
schedule and spent yesterday at tasks requiring a
minimum of electrical
power
Mission Control experts
worked to develop a useful
work program using a power

"IT'S a shame to think
of a solar panel stuck out

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!
9am to 11 p.m.

737 S. MAIN— 352-8639

Friday & Saturday

3 Free Cokes
on a
Large Pizza
352-5221

Drive

DOWN
' ollege preen.
Slir..
Ra.eball priie.
Small fry.
Wave: Sp.
Talk » iI.IK.
Quc.l..
of Capricorn.
('.nop inhabitant'
I ompsu |">inl.
Sacred dull of

1
2
I
I
5
6
7
H
'»
|.i
11

Egypt.
12 Kotifh ualer.
II Open •liclvcrl

IIMIMI'.'t llll

cabinet.

21 3rd ren. dale.
i:. Kin ibbr.
16 Clly in France,
"l oniiK bird.
in \r.lot
.11 lli-!ori.
1] Hun- off.
Piper'* foilowe. M \niin,il ibOM
.17 English novellat.
HI M
- helper*.
11 \linietou-.
II Rubbish
M Mem-.
18 ( oliilllh lion
I'l ll.-.-iinc '
'ill Separate;
Ibbr.
-.1 Jrwrlrv ilem.
:.i Drum .iiun.lv
Longeron.
SC StriniliiMii * rr,
'.H in .i ■arias; Pr,
hii Hermit.
'.1 si.pn.il dei i< ei
Var.
1
62 More impudent
hi trarhnloY

11 Dor. a cobbler'.

n
;-,

job.

21
J?
IV,
::>
10
12

Tr.l ol a kind.
l\ir.lon me!
Mentiolie.1.
Romantic pool.
Golfer'i erica,
Spread,

II

lllnoiiiuled.

In I ..niiui'l.

i; Breeki

.18. Trumpel lila>l.
14 I ...|.
in Word with
llllt.ii l.T I." >d.

II

NM.III \meri.-an
tree.
12 I'arl of ■
IwilMCt.

,,

15
17
>2
'. i
". l

THE LATEST IN MEN'S FASHIONS

^Dj®{0-

Use Our Own 30 Day Charge

AM ttttttttttttttttttttttA
SUMMER IN COLUMBUS?

Middle (la» Youth presents the
Monterrey Pop
Festival'* al 7 and 9 pm Friday. Salurdya. and Sunday in
I I!} Education Mlitt

Aniue (hut lor beue coot
in I'M- Be good over sum
mer. see you neil year
Baage

Sunday. June 3. 1973
il.'iin.liv llepl Plcsst al Mary Jane Thurslin Sule
I'ark. weal side oi lirand KapMl.s .... Kl (to I'.^vle that
need rides should come Ui Ihr back »l O.eilllM Hall al I
pm People with cars available should also be al Overman
.11 I pm
Pottty Forum will meet at SMI 6Ui M
HIM* vour own poetry (or discussion

Cindy, after 3 solos and 4'»
souu-rela 1 (inally (ound you
I m super happy that you're
myUg Alpha Cum love and
mine. Little Mary Helen

No 2. al 7 » pm

Mmdy I'm so glad you re by
big I would have gone Ui
Alphabamma lor yuu Alpha
i ...in love. Mojo

II- Mvlhopoeic 80CM| will meel al Ihe I'niversily
lulhcun Chapel in the library al 7 30 pm lo diseuss
Descent inlo Hell bv Charles Williams

Congratulations Pal and Sue
on your Alpha Xl Beta
pinning, the brothers

[-.DRAUGHT £ BOTTLE B
[nl.IO.UOr.

rarv
itNO rnwFR

vi< I.WI-;

'¥••*..444. iiiiiiiiiiilU.Vi

«• •
£ ' '
!
-.
<•
1 1 •
■
: - '. •

■

■.

70 Triumph TR» low
mileage BUOU 3&34303
72 Opel IW0 sUtloowagon
FM stereo system Best
oiler 111 352 StM
IM1 Ford, good u-aneporla
nm 1100 354-4M1
For ule- l»»7 Chevy wagon
good condition Call S3 509
after tpm
Garage sale baby needs plus
much more May 31 June 3
12-fl pm. 326 S Summit

4-mo stratocaster SIS5 Call
352 5724 in eve

Karen and Brian, congratulauoos on your lavaliering
love, the Alpa lTu's

Wanted to reol 1 bdrm apt
jk/G tor sum qU Must
alkrw cal Call eoUeel 6U
MMsM
SEKV1CKS OFFER KD

PERSONALS

LYRIC AUTO has mored to
the country Snath an US >
to Kramer M Tare haH
Fiiusg VW 4 Aaaertcaa
,ars Samephaae SH-7«1

i nil*t-iiul.it iimv
FrilM'
Womrn in ('ommumratHWaS
KI a*Ju Jtr al tbr yrar

iVanted
small lender
reverb amp 393-1(23

*UI do haaae
summer Call
362-4(1$ lor
Kjiperwaced

I■ m rmoUorul aixl malprial
cn-Knjiw aid. CJll »2 tS236
S10N

HELP WANTED
Pagllai's
I4M

Part 4 lall tune lor
summer.
Kasckerhocker
Bldg Service SU S31S
Any girl needing a summer
job 400 W Kim St, North
Baltimore. M F »4 SO 267
•675
ANYONE
1NTKRKSTKD
Hi BEING A HOI SKBOV
CALL THE KAPPA DELTA
HOUSE AT 1-B71

I'P KOH
HUSH'

FALL

Eat a lot o. puna Uui wrr.
rail bpcauir Pafliai s u
.•Ui«r»l M.HfcUv it l^«nl

Congratulations Irom your
lieu brotueri lo It J and
Cat on your lavaliering
Muj Paula ' S'Ooly now ran
rearbinK 'or dUiuie*. no S.
and a bairloom' mean so
much to me III (rreat to
have the bestest of the best
Your little bajt dummy.
Alpha Uam Love & mine.
Sharon
Tbanks lo tbr Gig for
starting the weekends out
right'See ya'neit fall TV
regular Tburs
night
boosers Sue. Ellen. Nag.
Bella. Run and Max
Jenni- The sisters would like
lo enend a belated
foogratulalkms on your SV
DZ la, altering
Cathy We're so proud of you
for making Pres of Jr Penbell TbeDZs

Ob my achui bark. Oru u
piooed
CoogratulaiiODs
Mindy and Kick
The
broCben of UelU Tau DelU

Chi-O guess wbooo's wishing
a happy summer to you'*
XX.Uutswbooo'

tiTiKr-ttula.ti.HVi to our new
found tiipfpM' and bouae Civp.
Dave Browning

Crajf. Denny. Dave invite
friends to our place Sat for
a party BYOB

Coii|rra.uUi.o<a«. Tun. no
your Drlt lavalkfrinf to
laarry. Curly and Moc

Hendra. Joplin. Airplane.
Tne Who and more in Monterrey Pop XXXX rating
Fri .Sat. 4 Sun at 7 and Oat
U5Educ BUg

t ai ol What a great 111 su
CofafraU on yor activatioo
Au revoir pour lete. Dave

WANTED- You at FOTTENBOTTF.NS INN IhM Sammer- downtown Wllloughby
east of Cleveland

Earn UMO-kSOOO ihis sum
mer working m Bowling
Green-Tdedo-DaytonCohimbus Car L phone
necessary Apply or sign up
lor ulervww Koom 3*0 Student Services Bldg June 5 at
12. 2. 4

Congratulation. Jack tor
being elected president of
Antaeans. from your Beta
brothers
Teke 1 Jl Siaaes have a great
summer See you la Sept.
Your tearless leader. Dave

I nvarruahed Truth' 1 WO lbs
rap hag (or hoots, grocery.
'II M Coop

Waitresses t bartenders
wanted lor summer No
eiperience necessary Must
he 21 Iron Boar. 179 Patter
ton Rd . Dayton. Ohm 2*4

Have you guessed whom XX
might be' Al spring banquet
ihe re veal ing you will see"

Inlersprun. ft hoxspriog
mattreaa (72 i S3) gooa
coed N* call Art. su-0134
hta I 7 pm

WOMEN'

Interested

in

FOR SALE

FOR

Wanted Housemate!si now
and or through summer
Nice situauon 354-uMe

MANAtiKRTRAINF!--S
... management people
needed in 1773 Due to •
laimber t'ompany's rapid
growth we wUI promote 46
people Irom our Uauung
program into management
positions this year Upon
starting you will be thorougbly trained in all
management
rctpon
sibdities Ftrst year average
income IBoOO Advancement
possible to manager wtiun
three years- average
income tav.OOO KelocaUoo
may be necessary For an
application write to Berrue
Smith 3701 Meilco Avenue.
Westervdle Dh». 43011

Hip Hip Who. Rack' Yep1
The mi. news in SINUua
and am 1 glad' Kit love El
Sal

APARTMF.NTS
RENT I

String bass 1250 Call Jim
352-5704

For sale by owner Tri level
home 2-4 bdrm . Ir dr. kit.
lam rm. cen AC. 1 car gar
Auto opener, all estrss 352
0117

MM

ApU lor aauan * lall
rental
Special aamroer
raise 1 Meet to raman
Apply HaaaMki Q
er
call J51 «»71 More t am or
553-3143 after tpm

Available lall 4. summer
leases Close to campus
l'boae352 1S7J J5J«s»3

Hig
Karen
You re
something lo (aim- about
AX Love Little Jan

Ride wanted to HunUiutUHi.
LI. NY la-ave June <
Share eipenses Call Paul Z

IM

10 i 44 mobile home Best
oiler call Sandy 8So-37»4 or
372-St*

Want a good used bike' Buy
my
girl's
J speed
HALKIUH 372-52S*

asa
RKUDSNT MANAGER

Apia sad room, lor earn k
lall Near cansau Ph SU

S i 40 mobile home on lot
neit lo campus Reasonable
oiler 392-C7M

Seniors gel high lor a
(lamin goodbye'' Alpha Phi
love, your suters ■

nion

:■

i.reennew ApartmenU.
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
avauahle 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm
I HI avauahle Special
summer rales Call Ski-1 IK
or slop by

to do minor maintenanee. a
luiuted amounl <A bookaeepinic and lo serve as Ule
rental agent lor an apart
iiiiiH I'omplei Apply in
person al to 1 Thurstln St
Apl No 102

A married student is needed
rOUNO
«-o<-ker
IMIU.I
puppy First u> rlaun il. nets
it 3U«7W

■

i

10 s 50 mobile home 12(00 or
best oiler Musi sell 655
37»»alter6

*AIR CONDITIONED
|ITDANCING

-

P J You re Use beslest T B
ever Happiness and sun
shine to you always Your
T L Mojo

H1ST4F01MI

Wal Ureas
Puna Apply R
S Maia

hFOOSBALL (3)
.18 AND OVER

■

..." /. ■ '. '. 1 S-SHCIL
' . f H »
1
' :. ', 1 <•
R
u
:
.
■I
is
a
.•. JIV _■. u '. GBJH :- I
5 4' - a i 5 ' 1 |0 !
A
K i ',
• - -1
.• 1 1
«
■■'. n

Hob. Hill. KM, Howie What
a TKE lamily stay
loeetoer
(HMd lurk in
luture'
endeavori
Hadne

the fampu* Jewuh Dlgamution -ill hold creative
.-wbbath services at I 30 pm in l*Toul Chapel

WANTBD

Oxford House

;.
. .

JB"
!
■' ,'• '■
1
11
ulEaTJS
■-■

competitive KOII lor neil
(air See or rail Mrs BUck
2 2301 or Chru Sharpe 2-S3»0
beiore you leave

Friday June I. 1173

Wanted II .inn* Yamaha
guitar Fred 3SJ-I33I

,the

- •
/:"

CL3SSIFIED -~*t®fc~~

CAMPUSl AI.FNDAK

Klder wanted u> Mdt) C Va
area June S Call Karen 352
Ml

OPENMON thru SAT 10 AM. to 6 P.M.

■

■

Hide to Colorado Ir.i.ni*'
Sal June* . ..II -V..I 41*.

(plus)

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
i
1
I>IA
1
■
■
y
B y
t •■
1 t
ill' i •■ UBVJB i:

■

47«

2 for $10
PANT PLACE

.
^>

loond.
*i5 Petitioned.
End ren. date.
','• MMHIII lillr.

luradav JuneS 1/73

BOWLING GREEN'S ONLY

.

Fan.
Importanre.
Blurt.
Routine.
Rarberahop

i

Drive planned
II U K.T
(Help Us
Recycle Trash I will hold its
regular trash drive
tomorrow to collect
materials suitable for
recycling
Acceptable materials
include securely bundled
newspapers. securely
liundlt'd magazines; mixed
paper (without crayon
markings i. glass jars
irinsed, with tops and metal
rings removed). and
aluminum (TV dinner Iravs.
etc I
Trash will be collected
Irom 9 30 a m. to II W p in
ai si Mark's Lutheran
church. 315 s College

. < o.p

■

Commencement exercises
will be moved to Memorial
Mall in the event of rain on
Saturday, June 9
If the commencement
should be moved indoors,
there
will
be
no
processional
WBCU-TV will televise
the exercises for largesiTeen viewing in the Grand
liallroom. Union. 105 Hanna
Hall.
Main Auditorium.
University Hall, and in
various classrooms
A complete listing of
rooms where the exercises
may be seen will be
available at Campus hail
Line. 372-2445. and at all
residence halls. Fact Line
will open June 9 at Ham
In case of rain, graduation
candidates should report to
the Arena at 1 15 Saturday
to be seated in designated
areas

says.

- 1 C«

ACROSS
i Taken ftf
prisoner*.
Mart. <>■" actlffn.
■j lntrr-|ir«-«.
16 Temporary
relief.
11 Granite \**rV
Male.
IX Indian!.
14 V. itln i-in- «■( ••
-on.
2" Snarci
22 Lily plant.
21 Patrio.ii

Commencement

carry-out

Domino's

( ,.r.

there with just one piece of
metal holding it." said
Conrad. "It would just be a
matter of applying a few
pounds of pressure and that
baby would be out and running."
Despite the power
problems Conrad. Kerwin
and Weitz maintained "their
jovial personalities," a
medical doctor said.

supply reduced even lurther
by the loss Wednesday night
of a battery
Conrad urged officials on
the ground to study seriously
the possibility of a space
walk attempt to free a solar
power panel

SOUTH SIDE 6

DA ILY CROS

4W BSA 750 Itorkel 3 Ureal
shape classK- SHOO Call
Denny 372-1564
For sale IK7 VW Bus converted to camper Rebuilt
engine JS2 8101 alter 5
71 Hillrresl mobile home 2
bdrrn 12 i 60 Kit rood
S52-0714
For sale- X men s and %"
Kirl's btke Both in good
rood 3514310
1M6 Dodge School Bus
Sleeps S. mrchannall. A-l
Gaa- lights, furnace. 4
stove Ph t^2»9
10 sp Gitane. sun lour
derailers.
center pull
brakes 4 ft blacklight. YES
SONGS Tun 2-3448
King sine water bed with
frame 4 padding Best offer
352 »2»4
FOR RENT
APARTMENTS
RENT 342-»37l
Fun apt air cood 1 bioctrora campus Sum oolv
Ph B2-04C1 after 6
Teachers, grad stvdents
young working people- lurn
apt 2 bdrm for summer
Ph 3524111 morningi
House for rent (or summer
2 Ucks (rm emps 35*06*7
Rug
NORTH GROVK
APARTMENTS
2 BED Ft K.N
4-MANMIOOEA
Pels Accepted
laiissjsaei
ApU 4 houses (or
only 2U-UI1 before 4pm
CAMPDvG?
73 MOTOH HOMrS AND
TRAVEL
TRAILERS
TRAVEL TRAILERS- Ptt
PER WEEKEND
Fee
Daaa.■ la
Perryshan I74-U7I

I bdrm
I urn
married
couple $140 mo Opening.
June IS 30 sept I Ph 352

m

Nice 2 bdrm mobile home
lor rent starling June IS
IJuiet selling nicely lurn
3527454 lor info
HMTK needed I M share
apl on N Summit 354-7511.
352(0O» tat.3415
M-roommatr needed lor
summer own bedroom and

bathroom PH month Call
J5J-S374 anytime! Phil
2 bdrm (urn apt central
beat 4 air
Off-street
parting Pri sun deck To
sublet for sum qtr to 4
mature girl students
Availabte June 10-Aug 31
Call JSJOOBS 8 3t>4 30. Moo
Rmmate needed summer
share apt own room IIS
for sum 3524S74 ask for Jay
leave mag*
2 bdrm apt tXK mo 3MSO06
l_-.Kt.lv 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS Nr.AK
TOWERS PH 352 ;3w3
Nee4ed 1 or 2 M roommates
for summer
University
Village 342-0710
Openings (or 1-4 persons
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS now renting
for summer A (all
SPECIAL
SUMMER
RATES 1140 per month
New lurnished. 2 miaule
walk to campus. 5 to town
Located behind Burger
Cbcf Plan* JU-93U days.
3524033 evenings or 352-73*
evenings
Nice large 1 4 2 man rooms
(or summer 4 fall Arrows
from Rodgers on E.
Wooster 3524033
APARTMENTS
RENT 3U-I37I

FOR

Apt. avail
unmed. (or
summer 1-maa. June rent
tree PS0 Jul * Aag Pool.
cable T V phone Call SU
1 M rmmte. Summer
llli lummer
owe
bedroom Call Tom aaMM
THURSTIN MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER
AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 3UM35
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Glover analyzes Indy

Mishaps mar race classic

CrQSn

Wotry DotWnboch in car 63, and Mai K.nyon (along instate
wo>) drive past overturned and burning car of Sari Worth*)
during crash in first lap of Monday'* ottompi at an Indy 500mb auto root.

Decker holds three marks
in BG lacrosse competition
By Jim Mangos*
Aifislanl Sporti Editor
When
Bob
Decker
transfered to Bowling Green
from Baltimore University,
big things were expected
from him But even the
biggest Bob Decker fan has
to be surprised at the
tremendous
accomplishments he has achieved
Bob has been a student at
the I'mversity for three
years and he has been
playing varsity lacrosse lor
two He was ineligible to
play his first year because of
his transfer
In the two years he has
been on the Kalcon squad he
has managed to break three
school records, be selected
as one of the co-captains lor
this past season, and
become BG's lop candidate
lor All American honors
Decker holds the records
for most goals scored in a
game (stall, most goals in a
season 141). and most goals
scored in a career 172 >
Bob's record seems like an
impossible feat when you
remember he only played
here for two seasons
BG COACH
Mickey
i iK'hr.im' calls Decker the
most prolific scorer we've
ever had
Bob is very
consistent on the field." he
added
The
consistence
that
I'ochrane talked about is
Bob's scoring ability In the

two years he has been with
the Falcons, he has never
been shutout in the scoring
department
Decker is the Falcons'
leading candidate for an AllAmerican award this year.
He has already been named
to the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association s All-Midwest team.
Selected as one of the COcaptains for this past
seasons campaign.
Bob
assumed the role of leader
on the field, and his stellar
performances have sparked
his teammates to become
better competitors
Bob Decker has become
one of the premier creaseattackmen in the midwest,
and the void Decker will
leave when he graduates
will be a mightv big one to
fill
0 I'ochrane doesn't believe
there is another Bob Decker
waiting in the wings and said

Awards
Senior Bob Decker was
named the 1973 Most
Valuable player on the
Bowling Green lacrosse
team at an awards banquet
last night
Freshman Steve Cabalka
was honored as the Falcons'
Most Improved Player this
past season while senior
Doug Harriman received the
Coach's Award

three metal posts as if there
were matchsticks.

Gordon Johncock's rainshortened
victory
Wednesday in the 57th
running of the Indianapolis
500 auto race signalled an
end to a three-day nightmare for fans and drivers at
the speedway.
The nightmare concluded
with two drivers severely injured, a number of spectators hospitalized and the
death of a racing pit crewman
The beginning of the
tragic drama came Monday
morning
An estimated
crowd of 350.000 sat four
hours waiting for showers to
quit and the race to begin.
At 3 p.m.. Chief Steward
Harlan Fengler gave the allclear sign for a start It
appeared
an
impatient
crowd was going to see some
racing action
After two pace laps, the
field got the green flag and
roared toward the first turn.
Half of the cars had passed
the starting line when all
hell broke loose. Car no. 77.
driven by second vear man
David
Salt ' Walther
lurched right and suddenly
flew into the fence, ripping

WALTHER'S CAR burst
into flames, flipped upside
down, and spun like a top
into the first turn. Eight
cars behind Walther were
involved in the accident As
fire crews reached Walther.
his legs protruded from the
torn front of the burning
machine In the stands, fans
were sprayed with hot fuel
and debris Firemen cut
holes in the fence to remove
the injured and take them to
a nearby hospital.
Walther was taken to
Methodist Hospital where he
currently is listed in serious
condition with burns over 40
percent of his body
The race was halted in
order to clear the track of
debris During this delay,
more rains came, and the
race was postponed until
Tuesday morning
About 180.000 onlookers
showed up for a second
attempt at a start Tuesday
During a pace lap. rains
again sent the machines
back to the garages The
downpour continued the rest

Redskins capture
73 Reese Trophy
COLUMBUS (API
Miami of Ohio has scored a
record 57'i points in winning
the
Heese
Trophy,
emblematic ol all-sports
supremacy each year in the
Mid-American Conference.
The previous record was

56'i points established by
Ohio University in 1969
Bowling Green finished
second with 47'» points.
Ohio had 47 points. Kent
State
44'..
Western
Michigan 38. Toledo Xt'-i.
Central Michigan 26 and
Kastern Michigan 25.

WOMEN!
Interested in competitive
golf for next Fall?
See Mrs. Black— 2-2209
or Chris Sharpe 2-5359
Be lore You Leave

of the day and Fengler announced another postponement
The third day of confusion
saw a mere 20.000 spectators
subjected to more rain
delay The green flag signalled the start to the field
of 32 inpatient drivers at
3:10p.m. EDT
BOBBY I'NSER shot past
pole-sitter Johnny Rutherford and proceeded to dominate the first 29 laps. Valve
problems forced him to pit
shortly thereafter, and he
was not a threat for the rest
of the day.
Swede Savage led the race
until his pit stop for fuel
during the :5th lap. The lead
switched to two-time "500"
winner Al Unser.
Four laps later. Savage
barreled out of the fourth
corner in pursuit of the lead
and lost control His racer
darted for the inside wall
and crashed with terrific
force
The full tank of fuel
exploded and splattered
debris in every direction
While the rest of his car

Birthday

Alpha Phi Proudly
Announces Our Phi Man

We Love You "Beef'

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAt Wf CKEND PACKAGE
• Indoo' Swimming • S3una • Gan e Room
• Cocktail Lounge • Banquet Meeting Rms
PIANO BAR...TUES. FRI. SAT.

SUMMER SCHOOL
SCUBA CLASSES
Tuesday & Thursday evenings 8-10 P.M.

Sign up Fall
Sorority Rush
Wed., May 30 - Fit, June 1
9-12, 1-5
440 Student Services Bldg.
2.2 accum only necessary
$2.00 registration fee

1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

During the 130th lap. rain
began to fall and the race
was halted with Johncock
holding a substantial lead on
second place driver Hilly
Vukovich
and
Roger

Some people are already
referring to this year's race
as the jinxed 500'' or else
the year of confusion and
mishap Storms of protest
are bound to follow such a
turbulent and mixed up
event
Many changes are needed
when one looks at today's
speeds Although Johncock's
159014 miles per hour was
not a record average, speeds
are perhaps too fast for the
confining walls of Indy
Safety precautions also will
certainly be discussed in
relation to the death of pit
crewman Teran.

WILL BE OPEN

Memories never die.
Thanx for the Past &
Good Luck in the Future

DURING FINALS
WEEK.
XX

THE BLACK GREEKS
Winthrop Terrace
LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES
1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM — 250/qtr.
2 BEDROOM
2 BATH — 270/qtr.

Present

Rainbow Affair
with
Queen and Court
Friday, June 1, 1973
Common Dining Hall
12:00 A.M.— 4:00 A.M.
{'be tingle

Semi-Formal

Si Oil ruuplrl

« Night Club Style

OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD
Ph. 352-9135
Music Provided by

The LiT Sisses of

"AMNESTY"

Tau Kappa Epsilon

RT. 18 LEAVING FOSTORIA » PHON: 435 8555

| finest Chwesc-hnerican food In The Area |

The incident touched off a
further disaster when a pit
crewman for the Andy
(iranatelli team was struck
by a fire truck racing to the
scene ol the accident
Armondo Teran. 22. was
knocked 50 feet by the
speeding vehicle He was
pronounced dead by doctors
at Methodist Hospital

McCluskey. third, place
finisher Johncock became
the winner of the shortest
Indy race. 133 laps or 333
miles

UNTIL 1:30 AM.

JIM SIDERS
MOTOR MM HSUUMHT

scattered. Savage stayed in
the cockpit shell and veered
onto the track
The battered driver was
taken to Methodist Hospital
where doctors reported his
condition as critical

Chi Omega Seniors

Rates Based On 2 People
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he may scrap the crease-attack for a roving type of
attack
The Baltimore native has
had his share of problems all
through his career, as he has
been playing on very fragile
knees Bobs knees have
been operated on for lorn
cartilage and he has played
with a detached cartilage all
season Every game has
been a painful experience
for him

By Mark Glover
SUM Writer

Two classes -

1 - June 19 - July 19
2 - July 24 - August 23

Classes will be taught by Nationally Certified
Diving Instructor.

say
Good Bye & Good Luck to
Graduating Seniors,
and
Thanks to all our Brothers.

Register for these classes at the Natatorium
Cage. Detailed information is also available at
the Cage.

It's been a
GREAT Year.

These are non-credit classes. Anyone in the
area is welcome to take these courses.

See You In September.

Congratulations SIG EP'S
on your accomplishments
this year:
30 new initiates
1st Swimming, Volleyball,
Curling, Track & Field,
Beta 500 Bike Race
1st All-Greek Trophy
(2nd year in a row)

1st All-Sports Trophy
(2nd year in a row)

Good Luck Next Year

AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE
803 & 815, 8th St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

$100 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

Call 352-0717
or 352-7660

BROTHERS OF

DELTA TAU DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONOR A TULA TE

THEIR MOST VALUABLE
ATHLETES
Soccer - Steve Rogowskey
Hockey - Vince Van Beuren
Basketball - Jim Oppold
Track - Jim Hale
Softball - Randy Young
MOST VALUABLE
ATHLETE

Steve Rogowskey

I 8/Tho tO New*, Friday, June 1, 1*73

Wottle ends career at NCAA's
By Dul'mrday
taMMlSrm
Another track season comet to a
doM Satarday. June 9 when the
National Collegiate Athletic AsaociaUon (NCAA) track and field champion
ship* conclude at Baton Rouge. La. But
It won't be juat another track season
ending for many Bowling Green cinder
fans, especially the team coach. Mel
Brodt.
Three senior* have already finished
competition for the year--Bob
McOmber. Jeff Booms and Ted
Farver Two others-Tracy Elliott and
Steve Danf orth will end their running
careers as Falcons at the NCAA meet.
But next Saturday also marks the
final day Dave Wottle will represent
the University in a race, and only
rivals of Bowling Green will be glad to
tee that famous golf cap be retired
from collegiate competition.
ONLY GOD knows how many runners nave actually quivered at the
thought of running against a man who
has racked up a plethora of records and
garnered for himself six All-American
awards and an Olympic gold medal.
No one person, not Dave or even
coach Brodt. by their own admission,
can measure the impact Wottle has
made on the University and the town of
Bowling Green, or objectively

visualise the extant of recognition he's
given BG.
Just take, for example, the United
Slates Track and Field Federation
lUSTFF) championships at Wichita.
Kan., to be held today and tomorrow
Wottle. BG* only representative at
the meet, will be among 70 entries In a
special invitational tat) Saturday at the
USTFF.
"Meet officials made a special race
for him so be won't have to go through
preliminaries." Brodt said. "It's quite
obvious he's a drawing card."
BRODT SAID Wottle will be the only
Falcon to perform at Wichita since be
and four others leave Tuesday for
Baton Rouge and the nationals.
it (the USTFF) hits us at the wrong
time with the end of classes and the
start of exams," the Falcon mentor
noted.
"I'm just appreciative of professors
for making the adjustments to let guys
like Dave get a chance to promote
Bowling Green."
Five Falcons will get a chance to
promote BG at the NCAA meet.
Seniors Steve Danforth and Tracy
Elliott will run the three- and/or sixmile. Sophomore Bruce Veryilyea,
junior Craig Macdonald and senior captain Wottle will race for mile honors
Wottle. who won the MAC 880 and
mile three years in a row, said he's

Extra bases

Final conclusions
By Bob Moon
Sports Writer

okay, but when you start losing it's
different." said Fox.

Centerfielder Tim Pettorini, whose
big bat and steadying influence in the
outfield contributed much to the
Falcons this season, has been selected
as BG baseball's Most Valuable Player
for 1973
The senior slugger finished second in
the team's batting statistics with a .356
mark. He also became the first Falcon
to letter in baseball four times
A late-season surge after returning
to the lineup following a shoulder
Injury moved Pettorini into the top 10
Mid-American Conference (MAC)
hitting. He tied Miami's Gene Ziegler
for the 10th spot
Pettorini. who hopes to be selected in
the upcoming major league draft, led
the Falcons in doubles (nine), triples
(three), total bases (63- tied with Mark
Ammons). walks (20) and in stolen
bases (nine).
Hit 20 Kills tied Joe Meyer for
second place behind Ammons (23).
Gary Haas, who finished three
notches ahead of Pettorini in MAC
hitting with a 364 mark, was selected
as the team's Outstanding Offensive
Player

ALTHOUGH breaks did not occur
and stranded baserunners as a result of
no timely hitting were commonplace,
the Falcons did manage to put together
a hitting attack comparable to last
year's.
The team batting average of .265 is
two points higher than the 1972 mark of
263. The Falcons got 14 more hits this
season (338 to 324). seven more homers
(16 to nine), 31 more total bases (452 to
421) and equalled their doubles total of
last year with 50
The drop of(s were in runs (176 to
184), triples (eight to 10), stolen bases
(34 to 43) and RBI s (148 to 152).
If
the pitching statistics could compare
with 1972 as favorably as the hitting.
1973 might have made a much happier
story for the Falcons.
The team earned run average
jumped from 3.57 in 1972 to 3.96 this
season. Falcon hurlers gave up 200
runs compared to 145 last year
Even more significant is that 55 of
those 200 were unearned (compared to
21 unearned in 72) indicating a
breakdown in defense
This is evidenced by a drop of eight
points in fielding average. .957 last
year to .949 this year, and a 33 per cent
increase in errors. 51 last year to 74
this year.
All this points to the fact that the
Falcons simply were not quite as good
a team this year as they were last
season.
Whether the reason was breaks,
pitching or defense, the truth is that
the key to a top-flight team in any sport
is the ability to "put it all together "
The Falcons failed in that quest CHEEKS

HAAS FINISHED the season with 52
hits, eight more than the previous
season mark set by Bob White and
John Knox.
The Outstanding Defensive Player
award went to rightfielder Dave Fox.
Fox had 60 putouts and two assists for
a .960 fielding average His two errors
were the fewest on the team
The Coaches Award, given to the
player who contributed the most to the
team other than his performances on
the field, went to John James
As a team, the Falcons went from a
MAC championship and a 24-12-2
record to a fourth place MAC finish
and a 19-20-1 mark
That's the contrast between the
Bowling Green baseball team of last
year and the Falcons of this season
What happened? Why did the Falcons
win five fewer games while dropping
three notches in the conference
standings'1
Although all kinds of explanations
can be given, the three biggest
problems the Falcons had were breaks,
pitching and defense
IT HAS been said by many ballplayers that on occasion they would
rather be lucky than good. In the case
of the Falcons, "luck" was a nonexistent word.
It seemed that whenever the Falcons
needed a break they couldn't get it.
This was especially true in the area of
timely hitting where the ball looked as
if it was on a string with opposing
players holding the end of the line.
Batted balls just could not get through
in key situations
"We just didn't get any breaks." said
Pettorini. "Last year we were always
coming back in the last innings if we
were behind. This year, we couldn't get
one key bit when we needed it."
Fox had a slightly different
viewpoint.
"Morale was the biggest problem."
■aid Fox. "When we were behind we
didn't think we could come back."
Fox said the morale problem fed
itself on the lack of winning.
"When you're winning, everything's

finished doubling and will run just the
mile at the NCAA.
Another BG qualifier was junior
hurdler Dave Keg ley, woo was eligible
for the 120-yard highs, but leg injuries
ended his season at the conference
meet two weeks ago.
Brodt said, "This is the most individuals we've had qualify (at the
NCAA), but the unfortunate part is,
they're in similar events.
"UCLA HAS the strongest team it's
ever had. It should be a walkaway for
them.
"Kent State (this year's MAC champions) will represent the conference
well, but (Gerald) Tinker will probably
be the only one to score."
Wottle will be a favorite to pick up
his second NCAA outdoor track title.
Last year he was first in the 1,500
meters.
What does Brodt. Wottle's coach for
five years, think about Dave closing his
BG career?
"Just like anybody," Brodt said.
"You hate to see the best performer
you ever had leave."
Brodt said Dave and nine-time AllAmerican Sid Sink "have done more to
promote BG's track program than
anyone we've ever had. With Dave
injured and Sid leaving (two years ago)
everyone thought the program would
do down, but it didn't."
But wasn't Wottle the one who made
BG known nationally?
"Sink was first, which most people
don't realize." Brodt said. "Sink's
accomplishments in track and field in
1971 put us (BG) on the world map
more than the national map."
"The impact Dave has had on the
whole (cross country and track) program is that he's not the whole program. Publicity-wise I don't know how
you measure it. Everybody in track
and field in the United States knows
about him
"HE'S AN IDOL and a celebrity we
at Bowling Green take for granted. I
don't mean to build him up. but I'm
being realistic."
Brodt has room to talk. He's been
Wottle's coach for the past five seasons
(two years ago Dave sat out indoor and
outdoor track with leg injuries)
Brodt s accompanied Dave to almost
every collegiate meet, and last
summer Brodt. the current vice president of the United States Track
Coaches Association, went with Wottle
to Munich for the Olympic games.
"Being with him so much. I probably
know him as well as his parents and
wife." Brodt said.
"My associations with him have
always been favorable, since our first
meetings when he came on campus.
"It might be odd to say. but he
renews one's faith in oneself-that is.
from a coach's standpoint, faith in your
(athletic) program.
"He accepts anything and everything
you do for him and then he gives it back
to you. He could just as easily say he
did it on his own.
"TO OTHERS that doesn't make any
difference-it's 100 per cent individual
and no coaching.
"He's (Wottle's) appreciative of my
efforts to improve his efforts. As a
coach, he gives me a great feeling of
satisfaction.
"He exemplifies what every coach
would like to have, but it's impossible
to ask lor his academics, peisonality.
humbleness, ability."
With Wottle's varsity career coming
to a close, what does Brodt remember

most about the most famous Falcon
ever to run up and down Bowling
Green's back street!?
"These are in order more than
importance." Brodt said:
First, his qualifying for nationals as
a freshman. Second, the first time he
broke four minutes (in the mile).
Third, his contributions in cross
country at a sophomore.
"Next, I'd have to say hit winning
the conference championship all six
times." Dave won both the 880 and
mile at the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) outdoor track and field
championships three times in a row. in
1970, 72. apd 73. In 1971 be sat out the
season with injuries.
"THE HIGHEST accomplishment I
remember was Dave winning the 880 at
Cobo Arena, for the 1972 indoor track
880 title and our (BG's) second in
indoor track (nationally). Dave was in
two of our three championship eventshe anchored the winning 440 relay
team. too.
"The sixth major accomplishment
was not the Olympic (800 meter)
championship but the Olympic qualifier and the world record be set in it."
Traveling with Dave to Europe and
across the United States to intercollegiate meets has made the last 12
months fast-paced for Brodt.
"To me it's been a beetle but enjoyable year." he said "People take a
lot for granted from Dave.
"To maintain what he's done physically and mentally (student leaching
fall quarter. 4.0 average this year,
competition in indoor and outdoor
track) is demanding.
it shows you what type of individual
he is."
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championships.
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Olympian earns respect
By Dai Casteday
Assistant Spans Editor
When Dave Wottle runs in the mile
finals at the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
championships next Saturday,
[iretuming he makes it through the pre
iminaries. of course, he'll be doing
two things
And it's hard to say which to him is
more important.
For one thing, he'll be running his
last race representing Bowling Green.
For another, if he qualifies for the mile
' ..JIS. he'll probably have to compete
Saturday afternoon, which will ensure
his absence at the spring quarter
graduation ceremonies.
Pardon the pun, but knowing Dave,
he'll take that realization in stride,
without ceremony
THAT'S THE kind of individual
Wottle is. He performs with as much
grace and style as a famous person
who performs wearing a golf cap in
another sport can.
People watching him. live or on
television, keep their eyes on him
throughout the race, waiting for his
finishing kick that's been lethal to so
many opponents in the past.
Wottle's earned that respect Anyone
who's going after his seventh All
American award should get it. It
doesn't hurt to have an Olympic gold

medal to go along with those awards,
either
How does "The Man" feel about
ending hit Falcon career?
i have mixed emotions." Dave
admitted. "I'm glad and I'm not glad.
"I'll miss the team aspect but 1 won't
be committed to meets I don't want to
goto."
WHAT DOES he think were his
foremost accomplishments during his
undergraduate days at BG?
"Foremost, it was tying the world
record (in the 800 meters Olympic
qualifier last summer) and the
Olympics." Wottle said
There were other highlights as well
"There were the two MAC
championships in cross country and
track." Dave added. "There's nothing
to compare with being on the first
team (at a university) to win a league
title"
Wottle said other highlights were
breaking four minutes in the mile and
competing at national championship
meets.
The Falcon distance ace said he
couldn't say briefly what BG's track
program did for him and what he did
for it.
"SID (SINK) and I and the four-mile
relay team, and the team as a whole
has contributed to Bowling Green."
Wottle said. "Cross country and track

put BG on the map. People associate
Bowling Green as a cross country and
track power."
Wottle said national and international exposure has changed him
personally.
"Nobody can go through all thatwinning a gold medal and winning at
nationals and not change a little."
He said teammate reactions to his
fame have been good and bad.
"There's been mixed reactions." he
said. "Some, I feel, resented my
getting publicity when I didn't do any
more than they did and I agree with
tbem. But some of them accepted it."
DAVE SAID he can count on coach
Mel Brodt as one of his friends.
"As a coach, he's one of the best in
the United States. Dave said He's a
good friend now. I can talk over
anything with him and I feel like his
home is open to me.''
Brodt will be watching Dave run at
the NCAA, where Wottle doesn't think
he's a clear cut winner.
"I don't know." Dave said of his
chances to win. "There are more subfour minute miters than ever before,
and no one stands out. No one can run
away with it."
Nonetheless, despite Dave Wottle's
claim that he's accomplished all hit
hopes It college, don't be surprised if
be wins one last time.

Women's sports-shoestring operation
Editor • Bate: The lollowum Is the
second of a Iwa-part series on women's
athletic* at Bawling Green.
By Fred R Ortlkt

University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr probably best summed up
the past plight of women's athletics at
Bowling Green when he said. "They've
run a pretty good program on a
shoestring."
To be sure, toe women's program
here has had to cut plenty of corners in
an effort to meet the small allocation it
has received each year
Toe 12 competitive teams got $13,400
this school year an average of about
$1,000 per team-while intramurals
received 15.900. The situation should be
much improved next year when the
competitive teams will receive $35,000
and intramurals $6,500.
THE SHORTAGES of money have
caused various problems in the
program, the most serious being a lack
of safe transportation for the athletes
and overnight accommodations.
"We didn't suffer that many
hardships except for the safety
aspect." said Sue Hager, director of
women's intramurals and coach of the
basketball team. "For example,
driving in cart not properly insured

and having bald tires. Once the track
team took a car that had a door that
wouldn't shut. They had to tie it shut."
In many cases the women athletes
have had to pay for their own gasoline
and food. Sometimes a coach will chip
in some meal money. While the men
eat at restaurants, the women usually
eat at hamburger joint*, or whatever is
cheapest.
OVERNIGHT trips, which most of
the teams don't take, have been a
problem for the swim team. Except for
the Midwestern Championships, the
team had to sleep on floors in sleeping
bags this season. At the Midwestern
Championships, which Bowling Green
won for the second straight season, the
team stayed in a third-rate motel one
night and in a student union the other
two. It was the first time the team ever
stayed in a motel.
Hager said the swim team has been
the most vocal in It* complaints
with the men's team.
"Generally, girls are different from
guys in that they (the girl*) just want
to compete." Hager said. "They don't
let the shortcoming* bother tbem and
they're willing to pay their own way
when they have to.
"After the swim team found out
what the men'* team was getting and

compared what they were getting, it
was a whole new can of worms."

THE LACK of adequate facilities
alto hinders the program.
"If a
student looks at our swimming
facilities or gym. she'll probably go to
Miami." Hager said. "We don't even
have glass backboards (for basketball)
or a minimum height ceiling for
volleyball. We've been playing on an
illegal volleyball court."
The priorities are such that the
competitive teams practice only twice
a week. On other nights the intramural
program is run. while classes take up
the other time.
Despite all the shortcomings.
Bowling Green has been among the
leaders in the state in women's
athletlcs-at least from a success
factor.
The basketball team was second In
the state last year; the tennis team
was third In the state this year, second
last year and first in 1971; in the Ohio
Invitational Track meet, the track
team placed second last year.
The golf team has won the state title
the last two years: individual women
have been (elected from the field
hockey, lacrosse and gymnastics
team* to play In sectional tournaments
or compete nationally.

THE SWIM team has been the most
successful, winning the Midwestern
Championships (against 18 teams from
five states) the last two seasons.
But If it wasn't for the Parent's Club
of the Alumni Association, which
donated $300 to the squad, the team
would have had no way of getting to the
meet this year, held in DeKalb, IU. The
team saved approximately $700 from
its allocated $1,000 budget and made
the trip on about $1,000. They cut
transportation costs by taking only
three cars.
At the midwest meet several
Bowling Green swimmers met the cutoff times required to attend the
national meet, but it would have been
financially impossible to send a team
to California where the meet was held.
Hager said she thought the team
wouldn't have bad much of a chance
had it gone. Swim coach Jean
Campbell concurred.
"EVEN THOUGH they woo the
Midwest Championships, they won it
mostly on incentive and desire and
probably swam to their maximum
potential." Hager said.
"But when we get to California we'll
be swimming against California and
Arizona students who swim year
round. Individually, someone might

have placed, but I don't feel we have
the caliber to compete.
"We could have made some points,
but would have done nothing as far a*
team standings go." Campbell said.
Hager said the purpose of the
program is to give the women the
opportunity to compete and that a trip
to California would have been' 'great."
"It also would have given Bowling
Green national attention." she said
"The personal experience couldn't
have been better.
"BUT WE have to weigh what we
have." Hager continued. "We were in
no position to send them to the meet
because we weren't members of the
AJAW i Association for Intercollegiate
Athletic* for Women) at the time, and
I assume the responsibility for not
trying to get in it."
Hager said that even if the team bad
been able to go, it would have cost an
estimated $4,000 to get there and back.
"If the team qualifies next year, we
might decide to set the money aside."
she laid. "If we have two teams do it,
we'll be in trouble; we'll have to try to
get more money. The students should
have the final say-it's their money,
they should have the right to say bow
its spent."
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